same situation, blindfolded! Even when there is articles. But, also in this room are bottomless

Correlators: some famous scientists: Galileo-

terry, a Miami computer programmer, who heard the advice of her horoscope which warned her of a wrong medical diagnosis. She avoided an unnecessary operation that would have led her to a cripple.

Your horoscope can help you understand your

Dr. Ralph Matzner, a psychologist attached to Stanford University's counseling and testing center, uses astrology as an adjunct to psychology and psychiatry, not because it's "more," but because "it is much more complex and sophisticated than many presently psychologi-

rooms. Your horoscope can help you. Great business tycoon J. P. Morgan, used astro-

tory to acquire his fortune. Morgan did not

"choice is yours."

tell you how. The means are available, but the

cate copy. You get the expensive casting and

Will you miss your success opportunities?

will be entitled to extra bonuses.

HOROSCOPE

a my horoscope and thus you can get it for only $33.00 cost to make my duplicate copy. One or two frames from my household must be returned. (Limit of 2 - no ex-

HINT:

SUNDAY,-with total circulation of over 50

advertisements tory to acquire his fortune. Morgan did not

You will stumble into pitfalls you could have

"If you know your horoscope could mean the difference between happiness or sorrow between success or failure"

If you have any questions, call me, John F.

by NORMAN P. KENNEDY

HOW TO GET YOUR PERSONAL NATAL HOROSCOPE, FOR WHICH ASTROLOGERS CHARGE $300.00, FOR ONLY A Duplicating C ost TO MAKE YOUR COPY

More on avoiding disaster, came these stories from a recent article in the Herald News-

the article tells the story of Mary Kelly, a Miami computer programmer, who believed the advice of her horoscope which warned her of a wrong medical diagnosis. She avoided an unnecessary operation that would have led her to a cripple.

Your horoscope can help you understand yourself.

"Will you miss your success opportunities?"

You will stumble into pitfalls you could have avoided?

by John F. Ford.
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